
Protologue Chapter

Adventure Start

“Hi there and welcome to a Story Of a one Blue Yoshi with Special unique Powers, Unique
personality and the Most glutton you will ever meet this Story is told to his humble begins in his
lovely Island called -Yoshi's Island- aka Volcano Island please enjoy his beginning”

*Somewhere far far away in the Mushroom kingdom was a Island not just any island no it was a
place of Love Peace and of course fruits and lovely loveable creatures called Yoshi's and they're
Lovely home "Yoshi's Island" aka -Volcano Island- a place where Yoshis
Sing,Dance,Harvest,Socialize and of course Projects but this story is about a Blue Yoshi but not
just any Blue Yoshi a Young Adult Yoshi who was different to all yoshi's a bit tad too different but
for now we will be going to where the Yoshi's are having a Meeting of an important Project*

Chief Yoshi: My fellow Yoshi Comrades today I announce a brand new generations to all of us a
brand new building to help our little Village grow *Reveals* With our new Bank System!

*The Yoshi's Cheered loud and Happy clapping*.

Red Yoshi: Oh man, all that blood sweat and tears are completely worth it.

White Yoshi: I'll say not to mention trying *Complicating* Look at my splinters!

Black Yoshi: Oh quit being a whiny b*tch be lucky it was worth it or else it wouldn't Even be
standing in front of us

Chief Yoshi: *Taps the microphone To get everyone's attention* Ahem, settle please quiet, now
that Under way I hereby make this Bank Officially op-

*Suddenly the speech was slowly interrupted by the ground shaking a bit violent suddenly every
yoshi sees a Blue Lightning Blur heading towards them in fast speeds as their cheerful faces
faded Into faces of fear and a bit of depire*.

???: WAIT!!!!!! DON'T START IT WITHOUT ME!!!! *Speeding through the forest incredibly fast
zooming through the jungle trying to get to town*.

Green Yoshi: Oh no!!! It's “Him”.

Pink Yoshi: Chief hurry up and cut the rope!



*The Yoshi uproarious speeding things up for the Chief to cut the rope to open the bank but it
was too late the Blur ram over over like bowling pins and one of the yoshis landed on Chief
which dropped the Scissors to tear through the rope*.

???: Whew I made it right on time with a few minutes to spare, Hello everyone!

Chief Yoshi: Spike….Yoshi *Disappointedly tone of word*.

Cyan: Oh great… Look guys, it's Spike.

*All Yoshis booing at to him but it only little effect onto Spike*.

Spike: Eh hehehe *Nervously chuckles* Sorry I was almost a Tad bit late Chief o couldn't find
my invite your lucky I came here in one second faster than the naked eye plus I wanted to bring
this *Shows my Ragged Terribly Sewed up Bag*.

*The bag was so dirty and raggy and was ripping apart it falls out of Spike’s hands*.

Spike: Oop well un who needs satchels anyway *Shrugs* Am I right guys *Smiled big*.

*But big silence to everyone around Spike cricket Chirping at the background completely quiet*.

Spike: Eh? Ehhhhhh?

Chief Yoshi: *Sighs* Look Spike this is…. Thoughtful of you but there's a reason “Why” you
weren't invited at all. For example everytime you come to our Project meetings you destroy our
stuff we put so hard on.

Spike: Whaaaaa *Blows raspberry* that's ridiculous Chief I'm the most gently and careless
Yoshi ever.

Chief Yoshi: Oh really? Remember the last “3” you participated in our project meetings?
*Worried/serious tone of voice*

*Flashback*

*1st Project Announcement*.

Chief Yoshi: And I give you the New Juice bar!

*Yoshi's Cheering going in excited but then soon sees all the juice and food were gone*.

Spike: *Slurps Coconut* Sorry I got thirsty/Hungry but I paid for it *Munched on Watermelon*.



*2nd Project Announcement*.

Chief Yoshi: The New Gym!

*Yoshis Cheer going inside but as they all try the equipment they were all broken as every single
Yoshi got injured badly until looking to see Spike fixing one of them*.

Spike: Oops sorry i'm fixing them right now *Puts a Weight back until the whole equipment fell
apart*.....I was like this when I got in.

*Then the Yoshi’s chased Spike with pitchforks and Torches as Spike ran off and the Chief
sighed with disappointment*.

*3rd Project Announcement*.

Chief: Our New Vehicle Shop!

*Yoshis then get worried until they heard a Explosion as the building crumpled*.

Yoshi: Sorry I was pumping up the Tank.

*The Yoshi having enough and started to chase Spike around the whole town to teach him a
lesson*

Chief Yoshi: *Sighed frustrated and angry at Spike, my head turning slowly left and right.*

*End of Flashback*.

Spike: Hmm… okay but that was an utter accident you know that right Chief?

Red Yoshi: You drank and ate all the fruits at the Bar.

Spike: Which I paid for plus I was hungry *Slurping my tongue*.

Purple Yoshi: Got us injured and somehow ruined the equipment

Spike: Okay technically I didn't actually cause the harm, I was just trying out the stuff until it
broke.

Yellow Yoshi: You even blew up our Vehicle Shop!!! *Anger temper tone rapidly jumping up and
down*.



Spike: But I did save one Vehicle… or was it 2 more *Thinks*.

Chief Yoshi: Don't change the subject Spike, Your Reckless, Noisy, and always cause Trouble
but thankfully nothing bad happen to the bank.

*As soon as the Chief said that the large Scissors hit hard on the hard Concrete then everyone
heard a large crack as it spread up the bank top roof until the whole bank crumbled to dust as
all the hard work was down the drain*.

Chief Yoshi: *Jaw dropped whimpering my hands on my head speechless*....

Spike: Ooooooh boy… Don't worry you guys I can't fix that… ah oh actually no scratch that it's
totally dead.

White Yoshi: Our hard work…gone…the splinters I have on my hands… still there and all for
NOTHING! *Turns to Spike* YOU! This is all YOUR fault!!!

Orange Yoshi: Yeah For once I agree! You ruin everything!

*The Crowd were really upset at Spike as it turn to Cheerful Yoshis to Angry Mob as Spike
backed away slowly a bit uneasy with this negativity*.

Spike: W-wait hold guys its okay i can just fix it right up after all I'm fast so there's no need for
this angry mob business right?

*The Mob not listening they growled getting closer to Spike*.

Spike: Uh scratch that how about we try working together and we fix the bank like that
Teamwork is best no?

*But still no matter how much Spike try to calm down the crowd it only ended up worse suddenly
Spike was started to Whimper his eyes slowly flowing Tears*.

Spike: I… I'm sorry I just want to Fit in like you guys… doesn't anyone?

Green Yoshi: That's kinda the point Spike, no matter what you do, disaster to disaster to
DISASTER and because of that you are Just admittedly a Freak that will end up ruining
someone's Day.

*Spike shot down by the hate he than cried and sped off*.

Spike: I'm sorry! *Cried out loudly speeding off*



*Spike ran and ran off back to his own home as he goes into his house and locks the door as he
leaned up against the door crying sniffles as his head was down on his knees*.

Spike: I didn't mean to upset them like that I just… want to be included to fit in… *Looks up
wiping my tears going to the kitchen eating a big Watermelon that wasn't sliced* Mmm… *Tears
flowing out my eyes*.

*Spike goes to his room on his little Blue dirty bed as he looked at the photo of him younger and
his parents a Orange and Pink Yoshi as he tightened his grip on the picture throwing it on the
wall shattering and destroying it until it was nothing but shredded pieces*.

Spike:...I'm gonna be alone… alone forever *Sniffs munchin the rest of the melon in one bite* if
they hate me so much why can't I just leave…

*Then suddenly it hit Spike as he had a Light Bulb idea in his own mind*.

Spike: Leave…? Leave…. Leave! *Gasps* That's it! Why didn't I think of this before *Wipes my
tears off As I got excited* I don't have to leave here with these rules at the Village I can be on
my own! I'll leave and make a brand new fresh start of life for me and I'll Finally make a friend
and not be lonely! Okay first I need a bag annnnnd my Stuff, my most important belongings!

*Spike Zooms around the house gathering everything he need to leave the island for good to set
out his brand new life*

Spike: Okay let's see…

List of things I'm taking with me:

Toothbrush✔

Hair brush✔

Shades of my Idol✔

Custom cookbook I made✔

Gloves and Some clothes✔

Favorite Fluffy blanket✔

Magic Cards✔

Hoodies✔



Flute✔

Some Fruits✔

And finally my Coconut Headphones✔

Spike: Okay! That's every *Puts everything in as I strap my Bag putting it on my back and about
to leave*.

*Spike walked to his door until looking back at his home and sighed as he stared mad and looks
at the front door and opens it up without hesitation*.

Spike: No looking back now *Closes the door behind as I exhale and blow as I Zoomed off down
to Yoshi Village*.

*In the Village The Yoshis already working together to fix the bank until one of them sees Spike
coming*.

Orange Yoshi: Oh you got to be f**king kidding me…

*Spike Arrives as he starts to slowly down a bit as he then started to walk down The dirt street
off to go to the beach*.

Spike: Hey guys don't mind me just passing through that's all.

Pink Yoshi: Hold it “Passing through?” And what do you play on doing with that bag is this
another of your “Game Tricks”.

Green Yoshi: And we told you we dont-.

Spike: *Holds the lips of Green* Shh shh shh nope not this Time in fact I have some great news
too decided to move out the island.

*Suddenly every yoshi stopped as they all looked at Spike with shocked expressions on their
faces the most was the Chief*.

Chief: What!?

Pink: You? Leaving the Island?

Spike: Yep!

Pink: You're actually going somewhere else entirely.



Spike: Far enough *Cheerful*.

Pink: A place where you won't bother us.

Spike: Okay that last one sounded harsh but yes.

Chief Yoshi: No! I forbid it from happening.

Pink: Chief shut up *Whispers*.

Chief: Can it Pink! Spike listen to me and listen good right now if you leave you will die if you go
out there do you have any idea how dangerous the outside world is?

Spike: Uhm last I checked you didn't seem to care for me this much and no I don't but I am
willing to risk it entirely and for which is why I'm gonna make my own destiny and finally set out
on my new life, Just watch me ill make amazing friends, you know people that aren’t “Yoshis”.

*The last part sounded very hurtful for every yoshi and the Green yoshi was very unhappy*.

Green Yoshi: Why you…BRAT! You are the most annoying piece of utter-.

Chief Yoshi: THAT'S ENOUGH! Green go!

Green Yoshi: B-but sir you seriously can't let him get away with this, he’s a Freak.

Chief Yoshi: GO! *Mad*

*Green Yoshi Grumbled leaving by the chief’s wishes*.

Chief Yoshi: Spike… that is understandable but please just rethink this real quick before you-.

*But that was completely stopped in the middle as Spike was already gone except a few feet
away from the Chief and at the entrance of the village*.

Spike: Sorry no time for that see you guys!!! *Zooms off fast*.

*Chief’s jaw dropped again as he sighed face palming himself*.

Chief Yoshi: Why do I even bother…

Gray Yoshi: He’s gonna die *Slurps my drink*

*Soon enough Spike was zooming faster jumping high to high five the own sky*.



Spike: WAHOOOOO!!!!! FREEDOM!!!! *Shouts it out to the skys of the world as I land on the
beach excited* Phew finally had to get that out of my System now where are the Boats…?

*Spike looks for them on the beach and found them as he got on and put his stuff in strapping
them in the boat tight*.

Spike: Okay here we go… *Looks at the water gulping nervous as I set the sails as I push the
boat to the water* Yes! Yes!!! We're moving, So long Volcano Island!

*Then soon enough Spike was sailing and in distant was Chief as he stared off Spike with a
Worried concern*.

Chief Yoshi:...Be safe Spike… please

*A Few Hours later Spike was really bored and feeling a bit nauseous*.

Spike: Ugh… who knew sailing for 3 hours was this boring… *Sighed as I looked at the sky as I
steered slowly bored as hell*.

*But as then the sky was dripping a bit of Rain on Spike and the Dark Cloud Started to come
into as it got to Spike attention*.

Spike: Huh? *Stood up* Uh oh… a Storm! *Lowers the sail quick*.

*But the winds and rain gotten so strong it started to move the boat through the tides very
strongly as it made Spike move around like a Rag doll*.

Spike: AHHHHHH!!!! Oh crap! This storm is f**king crazy!!! *Then I see a Giant Wave* Uh no…
*Scared*.

*Then the wave swallowed up spike as he Sank under the tides of the waves and due to that he
was starting to lose air fast*.

Spike: [Oh no… I can't breathe…I don't want to die! I come this far I just can't yet, someone
save me… please]

*Spike the was drowning as he was losing Air bubbles until sinking in the water completely
gone*

-2 days later-

*Spike washed up on the beach unconscious Unable to move until he heard a voice*.

???: Wake up…. Spike wake up… SPIKE!



*Then in the vision was a Blue Yoshi*.

Blue Yoshi: Spike you have to wake up!

Spike: *Slowly Blinks until coughing out so much water as I gasp out some air* Ugh… I'm up…
I'm up *Gets up slowly* Wha? I'm alive? *Holding my body amazed* NO WAY I SURVIVED!!!
Ha! Suck on that Nature *Raised my right up as it was swollen and broken* Ah! Ow ow… Huh?
*Checks my arm* Aw Phooey… you got to be kidding me a broken arm?… fantastic…

*Suddenly Spike then realized the ship wasn't on the beach which had all his belongings
Inside*.

Spike: Oh no my stuff! *Zooms searching for my bag* No no no no NOOOOOO!!! *Freaking out
until crying* My stuff!!! *Lays on the beach* Dang it now how am I gonna eat I'm so hungry and
cold… and huh?

*Spike then sees Smoke in the sky as he followed it and as he followed it lead up into Toad
Town*.

Spike: Oh! Civilization! Thank God I'm saved *Chuckled nervous as I walk around seeing so
many Fungi People* Huh this cool I guess?

Red Toad: Hi there! You look new around here, never seen you before…

Spike: Oh no I'm not, I'm a Yoshi. Could you tell me where am I?

Red Toad: Oh welcome to Toad Town, home of the Mushroom Kingdom.

Spike: Toad? You don't look like a Toad though *Confused*.

Red Toad: I'm sorry what?

Spike: You know amphibia Toads your not an Amphibian.

Red Toad:...*Walks away*.

Spike: No wait I- Oh forget it…

*Spike then asks around speeding through the town asking for help of a Doctor until knowing
their isn't one in the Town*.

Spike: Ugh what a Drag… how am I gonna fix up my Arm Now…



*Then suddenly someone was speeding Past Spike as it look like a Koopa holding a Familiar
bag*.

Spike: Huh? Ah! My bag *Speeds through the crowd fast as I grab him* Hold it!!!

Koopa: Wha huh? Who the f**k are you?

Spike: Hey pal I could ask you the same question: what are you doing with “My” bag?

Koopa: Tch please how do we know it's yours.

*Spike Points his name on the bag which it belongs to him*.

Spike: *Punches the Koopa's head hard as I snatch the bag back* Yes! My stuff *Looks inside
seeing it wet* Oh man… and the food is all mushy gross *Dumps the food on the knocked out
koopa*.

Green Toad: Oh my god, an assault!!!

Spike: Huh?

*Then a crowd of Toads gathered to Spike murring whispering staring at him*.

Spike: [What are they all staring at]

Purple Toad: Call the Toad Guards!

Spike: *Looks at my bag and the koopa* [Sh*t] Oh no no this is not what it looks like this is just a
huge misunderstanding *Sweats shrugging*.

Blue Toad: Big liar! Get him!

*Then the Toads get closer as Spike felt the pressure he sped off fast before anything could
happen*.

Yellow Toad: Oh my god! It's a Freak!!!

Spike: Rude! [Crap this is bad I gotta hide somewhere not to be found by] *Looks around both
ways* Ah! There!

*Spike the turned hard right and went into the Forever Forest as the Toads lost him completely*

Spike: *Pants as I stop slowing down* Phew okay that was close, Huh that's weird where the
sun go? And how the hell did it get so dark? *Walks around the forest*.



*Spike was walking around until hearing Crows cawing, Flowers laughing, Creepy noises in
trees*.

Spike: Jesus this place is f**king scary as hell, *Then noticed that the forest was getting darker
and darker*. And why the hell is it getting darker!?

*As Spike Questions it he sees something in distance as someone walked to a Specific path to
somewhere*.

Spike: *Terrified look* What the hell was that!? *Looks to check* Hello? Is someone there?
Hello?

*Silence as Spike went deeper in the forest until approaching Gate bars*.

Spike: Huh what's this? *Touches the Iron gates to the Scary Mansion* Oh wow this is gonna be
awful *Smiling Sarcastically*

*Spike walked up to the door of the Mansion as he bangs On the little handle door thing*.

Spike: Hello? Anybody home? I need a little help *Looks through the windows couldn't see by
the dirty glass* Uhhhh… Well then guess no one is home *Goes to the gate*.

*But as Spike attempt the gate way out it wouldn't Open as he struggled to pull it*.

Spike: Huh? *Pulls then kicks then punches* Ah ow! Bad idea… Crap why would this gate
open!?

*Then Spike heard a door to the Mansion unlocking as he went to the door as he slowly holding
the Doorknob and turning it Opening it slowly*.

Spike: [Wha? This should be locked…] *Peeks through the door with a little frightened face*
H-hello? *Walks inside and looks both ways of the Mansion*

Then one of the open windows made the door shut on Spike as Spike tried to pry the door open
with his body*.

Spike: *Tries to open the door* Ah Figures… *Turns around Worried as it was pretty dark it was
hard to see* Ugh dammit I can't see Sh*t in this darkness *Walks around to explore the place* Is
anyone home? [Like for real].

*Spike wants a hallway until someone was behind him slowly with big red eyes slowly following
up behind him, Spike Stopped and turned around to see nothing there thinking his Mind is
playing tricks and games*.



Spike: Phew… calm down Spike nothing to be afraid of besides there's nothing here just relax
*Blows walking down the hallway*

*Spike keeps going as he passes through some paints which were haunted the eyes slowly
following Spike as he kept walking a little bit after he enters another room as it was a Library
room*.

Spike: Huh what's this room? *Wipes the dust Off the room name* Ugh gross Library Room I
can't even read… Well this is scary and boring, how f**king big is this place?

???: It is 3 stories high.

Spike: Oh thanks mist- *Cuts off until looking up*.

*As Spike looked up a Giant orange Monster was behind him*.

Spike: Ahhhhhh!!!!! *Screams*.

Monster: *Screams* Oh no no I'm so sorry-.

*Spike jumped and Spin kicks the monster so hard he was flown to the wall in pain*.

Monster: Ugh… *Coughing in pain*.

Spike: Who are you!? *Mad as I put my foot on the Monster's Face*.

Monster: Ow! Ow!!! Relax, calm down I'm not gonna hurt ya get off me.

Spike: Oh.. sorry *Gets off* you startled me *Sweat a bit embarrassed* You okay?

Monster: Well I nearly gotten my teeth out but other than that I'm fine thank you very much *Mad
panting*.

*Spike helps the orange Monster up as he got up Spike starts asking some questions*

Spike: Who.. or better yet what are you?

Monster: A Clubba.

Spike: A wha? *Confused*

Monster: *Then grown confused myself* a Clubba, a Minion-like creature to bowser?



*Cricket Sliences*

Monster: You do know what that is…right?

Spike: *Tries to mouth it out* C-c-clubbe? Huh??? *My brain literally frying up in my own mind*

Jimmy: Oh for the… Okay how about this my name is Jimmy.

Spike: Oh! That's much easier *Smiles*.

*Jimmy Raises an eyebrow a bit annoyed frustrated trying to explain this information to a
clueless Yoshi*.

Jimmy: [Oh my god so clueless…]

Spike: Right sorry *My hand behind my head embarrassed*

*As Spike did that, it was his injured arm he moved which made a Cracking sound loud enough
to be heard*.

Spike: Oh ow ow *Holds my arm*.

Jimmy: Oh you're hurt? *Reaches it*

Spike: *Defensive moving back* Whoa! hey pal stay back we just chilled I still don't trust you.

Jimmy: Listen, I'm trying to help you. I can treat it, just lemme see the more you resist the more
your arm is in more pain.

Spike:...*Sighs slowly shows my arm* Try anything I'll kick ya again.

Jimmy: Uh huh… let's have a look *Holds it gently* Oh wow this is swollen to hell

Spike: It f**king hurts like hell.

Jimmy: Hmm come with me *Leads The way* I'll take You to my lab.

*Then as both of them go down the hall to the basement and go down further and further into
the mansion’s Basement, Jimmy opened the door and inside was a Huge lab room a huge black
pot filled with magic liquid, Ghost like Hands Writing and taking notes, Objects floating in the air,
and Spell potion bubbles flowing in the air*.

Jimmy: Welcome to my Lab, This is where I make Potions and Magic and where I grow my
Recipe herbs and other things wish to not explain about



Spike: *Gasps amazed wanting to touch stuff as I finger poke the bubbles popping them as I
popped more*.

Jimmy: NO! Don't touch those please they could cause an effect if one burst, anyways come let
me treat you arm.

*Jimmy starts to get to work as he starts to grab ingredients and puts it in his pot stirring as the
Magic slowly changes color from purple to red as Jimmy added in the final touches*.

Jimmy: Okay it's done *Worn out tone whipping my forehead*. *Grabs a Potion bottle and puts it
in my pot to scoop in some* Okay take this, When you drink it this should heal your broken arm.

Spike: Uhm Okay *Takes it as I sniff until my face cracked* Ugh! Oh god that smells awful!
*Disgusted*.

Jimmy: Sorry but it's the only way to just drink it.

Spike: *Sigh Disgusted* Oh god…. *Shivers slowly drinking it all* Ah! Oh god its to terrible
*Gagging and coughing*.

*Then Spike’s Arm was healing instantly as he got better as he moved it around stretching in
and out*.

Spike: Ah! That's much better thanks so much.

Jimmy: Of course but mind I ask how did this happen?

Spike: Uhhhhh-...

*Flashback*.

“*Then the wave swallowed up spike as he Sank under the tides of the waves and due to that
he was starting to lose air fast*.

Spike: [Oh no… I can't breathe…I don't want to die! I come this far I just can't yet, someone
save me… please]

Spike: *Slowly Blinks until coughing out so much water as I gasp out some air* Ugh… I'm up…
I'm up *Gets up slowly* Wha? I'm alive? *Holding my body amazed* NO WAY I SURVIVED!!!
Ha! Suck on that Nature *Raised my right up as it was swollen and broken* Ah! Ow ow… Huh?
*Checks my arm* Aw Phooey… you got to be kidding me a broken arm?… fantastic…”

*End of flashback back*.



Spike: Uhhhhhhhh….. I fell on a Rock?

Jimmy: *FacePalm* Wow, you're really dumb…

Spike: Hey! I just lack memory okay don't be judgy on me *Pouts arms crossed* By the way I
need to get back out to the Toad that tried to capture me so could you perhaps know the way
back?

Jimmy: Well since you asked “Nicely” I can help you if you don't know your way back will lead
you to an endless maze in the Forever forest

Spike: Great! *Cheerful tone* Let's go! *Speeds off*.

*Jimmy was shocked, his jaw dropped, of how fast Spike was as he followed him by the best
way possible despite not having his Speed, after a few mins they were led out the forest by
Jimmy's Lead of guidance out the maze of the dark forest.*

Spike: Hell ya! Finally, it's Sunny again!

Jimmy: Yep and all thanks to my guidance through the Forever Forest

Spike: Now we are both out C'mon let's go for some lunch.

*Spike started to walk off but Jimmy didn't move as he stayed behind the Forever Forest grass*.

Spike: Jimmy? What's wrong?

Jimmy: I… I can't leave to go to Toad Town *Worried Tune tone*

Spike: Uh Why? *Tilting my head slowly scratching my head*

Jimmy: Well you see the Toads know about Forever Forest is Dangerous and has monsters
living in it like "Me" and if any Toad sees me they will probably be scared or worse hunt me
down.

Spike: Hmm yay I have pictured it in my mind and it is not pretty.

*Spike imaginates it in his own mind*

Day Dream Spike: Hi everyone I like you to meet Jimmy *Smiles*.

Day Dream Jimmy: Oh uh hello *Nervously Speaking*



Day Dream Toad: *Pull up Pitchforks Torches and Spears* GET THEM!

Day Dream Spike and Jimmy: Ahhh-!

*The DayDream poofs as the scene was done*.

Spike: *Uncomfortable Chill vibe shiver* Okay yay I can see why, But luckily I know how you can
blend in without them seeing your face *Pulls out my favorite blanket* Ta Da!

*As Spike unfolds his blanket it was dropping fast as it Smelled bad and was sagged soak*.

Jimmy: W-why is it Wet…?

Spike: Look it was in the ocean Okay and apparently it's wet now, But if you wrap it around your
head it will make a hood plus they will barely notice your face.

Jimmy: WHAT!? I'm not putting that on my head! you're out of your mind! *Tries to shove it
gently away*.

Spike: Ugh don't be a baby just take it *Shoves my blanket in Jim's face*.

Jimmy: *Gags about to puke* Oh god… NO! You take it *Shoves it away*

Spike: C'mon just Take it. *Gives it*

Jimmy: No! *Passes it back*

Spike: Take it! *Gives it again*

Jimmy: No you Take it! *Passes it back again*

*The Cycle of both Spike and Jimmy passing the water blanket starts to get tried some until*.

Guard Toad: OI!? Who the hell is there? This is a No-go Zone!

Spike: Oh Sh*t! No time sorry *Wrapps it on by force*.

Jimmy: WAIT NO NO STOP!!!

*Spike wrapping his wet stinky blanket on Jimmy to make it look like a hoodie Jimmy gagged
and gagged so more of the smell as the Toad came over to check the people who were
approaching, Dangerous territory*.



Guard Toad: Hey! What you two doing here you're not allowed here don't you know there are
monsters in that forest.

Spike: *Acts dumb* Oh sorry Sir I had No idea this place was off limits I was just helping this
poor merchant out the forest trying to get back but look we did it.

Guard Toad: *My Eyes pop out stretching* Hmm……..

*Spike and Jimmy both gulp nervous Sweating bullets*.

Spike: [Please Work please work!]

Jimmy: [Don't find out Don't find out!]

Guard Toad: Oh why didn't you say so *Happy mood* Well hurry back I'm closing this path way
down *Goes back my post*.

*Then Jimmy gagged one last time until puking into a Bush a little dizzy*.

Spike: Nailed it!

Jimmy: You're… the most nutty Yoshi I have ever…*Gags* Met You know that right?

Spike: Ehehe yay I get that alot actually *Chuckled nervous* Cmon lets go eat Jimmy *Smiled
excited*.

Jimmy: Greeeeat *Smiled Sarcastically* [We are doomed…]

*A Few Minutes later in Toad Town Spike was walking through like normal hopefully no Toad
remembers of what he did even though it was a Misunderstanding*.

Spike: Cmon Jim come out *Pulls him out of hiding*.

Jimmy: Stop yanking my tail! *Whispers aggressive* STOP IT!

Spike: C'mon don't be a whiny baby, be a man and get out of your comfort zone already!

*Then Jim was pulled out by him hiding by the tree and due to this he was with Spike now
Without hiding as they both held hands and walked down the path to Toad town's Downtown
streets*.

Spike: See? It's not so bad *Smiled encouraging*.

Jimmy: Spike this is really a very very bad f**king idea right now!



Spike: Okay you know what I can handle you being in a completely confident and normal
attitude but you bring a Wimpy Ass isn't helping so grow up okay, Besides think of this
like…*Then Knows a Example* Riding a Bike.

Jimmy: A Bike? *Questions that comment*

Spike: Exactly like think of me helping you on a Bike that you're struggling to do and can't do
and I guide you to do it by yourself you know like that sorta thing.

Jimmy:...... *Looks at Spike with a Raised Eyebrow*.

Spike: Just use that as an Example!

Jimmy: *Facepalm sighing* [Oh my god…] Okay okay fine I'll just use that then anyways let's
just go.

Spike: Hell ya that's the spirit *Punches Spike's Shoulder*.

Jimmy: Ow! *Holds my arm*

Spike: Oop sorry *Chuckled my hand behind my head smiling nervously yet Cheerful Attitude*

*Then as they both agreed they both went together as they went to a Food Bar as inside were
some Shy guys Toads and a Chef*.

Spike: Whoa this place has Class cmon *Goes to get a Table*.

Jimmy: *Nervously tiptoes looking side to side seeing Toads and Shyguys and then looks
forward to Spike to sit down*.

*As Jimmy sat down on a Chair the chair snapped as the Chair legs completely break*.

Jimmy: AH! *Falls over*.

Spike: Oh my god Jimmy you okay?

Jimmy: I'm okay *Sits up rubbing my back* Ah ow.

Shy guy Waiter: *Shy guy noises*

*The Shyguy gives the menu to them both and also Give a slip to Jimmy about that Chair's
Prince being 50 coins*.



Jimmy: 50 Coins!?

Shy guy Waiter: *Shy Guy Noises*.

Spike: It wasn't his fault though.

Shy guy Waiter: *Angry Shy Guy Noises*.

Jimmy: Okay okay calm down here *Gives 50 coins*.

Shy guy Waiter: *Turns away walking away rudely*.

Spike: *Looks at him as he walked away* Rude! *Turns forward to Jimmy* Man what an
asshole.

Jimmy: He's doing his job

*Then it grew silent for the both of then until it got awkward as they look the menus*.

Spike: Uh what the heck "The Bowser's Meatball Challenge" What is that?

Jimmy: Honestly I'm more interested of the Luigi Burger.

Spike: Who the F**k is Luigi?

Jimmy: You know Luigi.

Spike:......*Scratching my Chin making a Confused Face*

Jimmy: The Green Wonder?

Spike:......*Still doing the confused face scratching my Chin*

Jimmy: Mario's Brother?

Spike: Never heard of him *Shrugs*

Jimmy: Right… but anyways for starters where did you come from.

Spike: Oh me? Well I come from Volcano Island I well you know left the island on one of Chief's
Boats.



Jimmy: Volcano Island? I have Researched they're History there. I have Read about all types of
different colored Yoshis of different abilities. Though it's strange, I have never seen any Yoshi
with Green Hair before.

Spike: Oh that's because I'm uh bit different.

Jimmy: Well it is noticeable your Cracked saddle shell, Your striped Body and your Hair and not
to mention your eye color.

Spike: Hey! Don't look at my eyes being judgy. Have you ever seen Dark Chocolate Colored
eyes before?

Jimmy: uh….

Spike: Exactly! So you can take your comments to yourself, Thank you.

*Then another Waiter was coming up as she was a Pink female toad with big flaming Pink hair
and Killer pink lip*.

Toadette: Hey there you two welcome to the Toad Bar BBQ Can I help you with anything.

Spike: Oh uh yes I'll have Bowser's Meatball Challenge.

Jimmy: Luigi Burger please.

Toadette: Oh alright, any drinks?

Spike: Oh Mango Juice please.

Jimmy: Just Water No ice thank you.

Toadette: *Writes it all down* Ok then your order will be in 20 mins.

*Toadette leaving off as Spike and Jimmy give the menus to her as she leaves*.

Spike: No but I'm serious who the F**k is Luigi seriously.

Jimmy: [How do you not know him????]

*Then suddenly there was a Kick burst if the Bar door as a Koopa and a gang of Parakoopas
follow up the koopa*.

Koopa: Everyone hands up and on your knees this here is a Robbery *Pulls out a Fire flower*.



Spike: Holy crap! He has a Fire flower!

Jimmy: Idiot Get down! *Pulls Spike under*.

*Spike and Jimmy were down under the table as they only on knees watching the scene of what
was going on*.

Toadette: What do you want? We don't have the money to pay back.

Koopa: Hey don't be a Smartass Girl don't think I'll use this Fire on you, It will be smart if you
hand us those Coins you promised us.

Toadette: *Shows what we have scared*.

Koopa: 178!? *Angry* What is this!? I thought we agreed on 200 Coins!

Toadette: Business has been lacking these few weeks. We just need more time.

Koopa: More like Lame and Excuses of Bullsh*t.

*Then Spike looked at the Koopa gasping recognizing him after a few hours ago*.

*Quick Flashback*

“*Then suddenly someone was speeding Past Spike as it look like a Koopa holding a Familiar
bag*.”

*End of flashback*.

Spike: Gasp! It's him I seen him before, that's the same dirtbag who tried stealing my bag!
*Whispers Angry*.

Jimmy: Hold on what?

Spike: Now he's picking on innocent people. I'm putting him in his place.

Jimmy: WAIT! SPIKE NOOOOO!!! *Whisper screams*.

*Spike Flips up jumping up standing on the table angry as he stomped his foot putting his foot
down*.

Spike: Hey! You leave these people alone or else!

Parakoopa: Tch or else what?



Parakoopa 2: And what's a weak Yoshi gonna do.

Koopa: *Gasps* It's you! You knocked me out you little sh*t back again for another round?

Spike: Oh ho ho ho you better believe it, You're so going down *Punches my fist cracking my
knuckles*.

Jimmy: Spike! Wait we can't just-.

Spike: Quiet Jim it's time to battle *My body sparking With blue lightning* Lets do this!!

Announcer: Starting battle!

Koopa Bro gang vs Spike and Jimmy

Now FIGHT!!!

*Then a Brawl was brewing as the Koopas all of them started firing fire and ice everywhere like
Pistols being a bang fight but to Spike sped through dodging All of them and disarming
everyone and used his leg kicks to attack as he went to the leader as he threw him out the
window of the bar*.

Spike: Jimmy take care of those guys!

Jimmy: Me!? *Turns a bit sudden Fright*.

*The Parakoopas got up angry growling at Jimmy as they recovered more fire and ice flowers to
keep fighting*.

Jimmy: Oooooh boy… *Nervous*.

*Then outside the bar the Koopa leader got up his forehead bleeding by the shattered glass by
being thrown out the window*.

Spike: *Backflips and lands on my feet* Idk who you guys are but whatever your doing to these
Toads back off right now.

Koopa: *Gets up* They have a Debt to pay and if they don't pay they are in deep hot water
*Pulls out my Spike Club* Now get out of my way you pipsqueak this is NONE OF YOUR
BUSINESS TO STEP IN!

*Spike ready a Fighting stance as he blocked his way*.



Spike: Bite my Tail blue ass, And don't even think of laying a finger on those people, Because If
you do my foot will be up to your face because it's on *Taunts with hand*

*Then both at them rushed at each other Warcry screaming as Spike and the Koopa fight each
other Blow for blow and kick to kick as Spike gets faster as he rapidly Punch jab his body then a
Uppercut kick*.

Koopa: *Was oh ground spitting* ARGH! *Swing a my club*.

Spike: *Catches it with my hands as I try to push back*.

*Then Koopa brother stepped closer and closer as he was pushing his club down as Spike
struggles pushing the Spiked club away*.

Koopa: Grrrr just give up, I'm stronger! Then you are little Yoshi you are outmatched!

Spike: *Grunts until kicking his leg*.

Koopa: Ah! *On my knee*.

Spike: *Grabs his head as I skull bash his face*.

*As Spike did that the Koopa brother stepped back wobbling as for Spike holding his head as he
felt in pain after doing that*.

Spike: Gotcha *Smirks as I sweep leg as I grab the tail of the Koopa*.

*Spike Then spin and spin and spin faster making a Blue tornado and flung the koopa far away*.

Spike: So long a gay Koopa! *Launches him* Byeeeeeee

Koopa: YOU BRAAAAAAAAT!!!!! *My voice getting further and further away*.

Spike: Heh too easy *Smiled arms crossed heading inside*.

*Inside Jimmy took out the 2 Parakoopas as they saved the people in the Bar*.

Jimmy: Spike what happened!?

Spike: Oh nothing just kicked major ass *Winked with a smirk*

*Then the Toad come out Cheering as they were extremely grateful for Spike and Jimmy of
saving their lives*.



Toadette: Oh thank you thank you so much they've been treating us for more money almost
every weekend.

Spike: Well they were a Piece of cake plus they had nothing on the Blue Blur and his Sidekick.

Jimmy: *Raises an eyebrow* Excuse me? *Confuseable Tone*

Toadette: Oh yay here is your food you may take it this one Is on the house.

Spike: Oh wow that's so kind thank you very much, *Slurps my lips of my food* Anyways let's
get going Jimmy.

Jimmy: Right *Then follows up behind Spike until the blanket gets stuck by a Shard hardwood
floor Spike*

*Suddenly the blanket made a rip pulling Jimmy's Disguise off, as that happened the Toads all
gasp including the Shyguy*.

Spike: *Turning* Huh you say- *Looks until I crack a Face of shock*.

Jimmy: Hmm? Spike what is it? *Looks around my body and feels it until looking down to the
floor where the blanket was* Oh no…. *Terrified shocked tone*.

Toadette: MONSTER! EVERYONE RUN CALL THE GUARDS!!!!!

*Then the place starts a Panic as everyone running around freaking out*.

Jimmy: No please I can't explain stop! *Yells trying to get their attention*

Spike: *Grabs my blanket as I then got Jimmy on my back* No time Jimmy sorry but we got to
go, Sorry everyone! *Then Speeds off in Speed of Sound*.

*Spike was running super fast running as fast as possible speeding through all Toads and
making it back to the Forever Forest to get to the mansion to hide*.

*20 minutes Later they both ate and Disgusted about Spike's speed*.

Spike: Yep and that's all I know really… I was born with amazing unique Powers and honestly I
can't remember How I got them in the first place.

Jimmy: But it's not normal for Yoshi to run near Mach's highest speeds. They could only go up to
5 Mph but your speed is Twice that how Is that possible.



Spike: To answer to that is absolutely nothing *Grinning Goofy*.

Jimmy: That doesn't help at all *Pouting Really wanting the details badly*.

*Jimmy was frowned as Spike noticed something was upsetting him*.

Spike: Uh what's wrong are you okay?

Jimmy:....It's just.. Did you saw what they thought of me? *My voice cracking up* They called
me a Monster!

Spike: Dude it's okay *Puts my hand on your shoulder* you don't-

*Jimmy then Shoves Spike off really angry cutting Spike off*.

Jimmy: THIS IS YOUR FAULT!

Spike: Me? Okay okay How is it my Fault?

Jimmy: If you didn't have started that fight none of "THIS" would be happening now we are
wanted fugitives in Toad town now!

Spike: Okay fair enough but I only engaged in that fight because those koopas were gonna kill
those Toads, And what you did you acted like a Coward! Sure you are right it is my fault all I
wanted is a Damn friend all I wanted was someone that understands me LIKE DO YOU NOT
UNDERSTAND THAT YOU NEED TO GET YOUR ASS OFF YOUR COMFORT ZONE THAT
I'M TRYING TO HELP YOU! *Yells at him*.

*Spike's temper was loud as Spike was sparking rapidly until calming down*.

Spike: *Sighs rubbing my face* Look I'm sorry it's just you have no idea how much I been
through today

Jimmy:.....

*Then the Argument went to silence*.

Jimmy: No… your right *Sad tone*

Spike: Huh?

Jimmy: I'm sorry.. I just well been hiding here all my life not brave enough to do new things to
get out my comfort zone I always wanted to leave this place and we'll express to everyone I'm
not a Monster that I just want to be a friend only, You see my Father left me when I was 11 years



old kinda left me here to stay and never leave so I've been hanging here and living here until he
comes back but he hasn't returned and I be alone…forever with no friends…

*Spike looked at Jimmy as he remembered past memories of how different Spike was to other
yoshis as they all rejected to be his friend*.

Spike: I know how it feels I almost had that experience too I'm sorry that happened to you,
*Walks up to him wiping his tears* Hey listen we may got on the wrong foot but hey I really really
want to be your friend.

Jimmy: Wait really you want to be friends with me?

Spike: Hell ya besides your strong and Brave I can use a Friend that can kick serious ass.

Jimmy: *Blushes as I had tears again*

Spike: *Helps the tears off* Dude seriously stop crying already *Laughing*.

Jimmy: Sorry I can't *Then the tears went to laughter of tears*

*Then they both started laughing as Spike and Jimmy we’re so Joyful they couldn't catch their
breaths to breathe*

Spike: Sorry *Calming down* Idk what came over me, Anyways since we are fugitives for a
While. till things calm down, TV time?

Jimmy: Oh yes absolutely but my TV will be black and white though sooo I hope it's not a
problem

Spike: Whatever I don't give a Sh*t TV is TV right?

Jimmy: Hmm ya you make a point there.

*Then Hours later of watching TV shows playing some games and playing pranks on each other
they both were really bonding a friend*

*8 Hours later around Midnight*.

Jimmy: *Snoring on the couch completely full of ice cream*.

Spike: *Still awake changing channels to watch something entertaining* Come on, there must
be something good.

Old ass TV: Hello and welcome back to Rave and Hell the fire stick dancing contest-.



Spike: *Grunts frustrated* Ugh God the same thing again, Lame *Changes channel again*

Old ass TV: Hey there are YOU bored? You want to go a place where you can just be yourself.

*Then Spike got his attention with the Speaker by the commercial as he raised up the volume
just a little very interested to listen*.

Old ass TV: Then allow me to introduce myself *A man pop up in the commercial*.

Klaus: Hello there I am Klaus Mayor of the Biggest City in the Upstate home to where anyone
can be themselves it is called, Srabury City known as the biggest City in the whole world even
bigger than New York City, That's right bigger than New York city in Srabury is home to all types
of People Taurs Animals Humans Furries and Unknown Species as well including Demi like
beings including Angels and Demon, well sometimes Demons, But if you ever want to be in a
place where you can be yourself then be a resistance now in Srabury City where we show our
love to anyone who is different

Old ass TV: Srabury City: Anyone can be Anything!

Spike: Srabury City huh? *Thinks* Hmm….

*Then the morning coming around 5 am*

Jimmy: *Snores loudly still*.

*Then a Bag was thrown to Jimmy as he woke up*.

Jimmy: Ow! What the hell!?

Spike: Hey pack up bud I found a solution to our problems

*Jimmy got up Yawning as he puts the bag down*.

Jimmy: Huh wha? What do you mean *Yawning really drowsy*.

Spike: Okay so I saw this commercial and apparently there is a City called Srabury City it's a
place for everyone.

Jimmy: Wait a City that is a place for everyone, Okay good one Spike there's no way that exists
*Doubting Spike*



Spike: No no hear me out Jimmy please you said yesterday you want to leave your parents
place right and that got me thinking what if we both move to the city together we can start our
new lives there, C'mon please! Cmon cmon cmon cmon *Keeps Repeating it*.

Jimmy: *Stretches my face as it was too early for this* ALRIGHT! Stop Stop please, Okay we'll
go to Srabury city…

Spike: Yes! Let's get packing then we got no time to waste, Oh also I made breakfast.

*Jimmy went to the kitchen but the kitchen was so dirty of ingredients everywhere and plus
there was food*.

Jimmy: SPIKE!

Spike: Sorry about the mess!

Jimmy: Oh my god… *Facepalms*.

*Then 43 mins of packing later they both we're in disguises as they been walking around Toad
for 10 mins as Spike was clueless of why the come to town again*

Spike: So wait, what are we looking for again?

Jimmy: For the 4th time Spike, We are trying to find the Mushroom Train Express so we can go
to Srabury City.

Spike: Oh ya! Never mind sorry I keep forgetting.

Jimmy: Jesus christ… Look let's just wait it may take a while before-.

Spike: It's here! *Pointing* Cmon Jimmy let's go!

*Spike speeding off knowing without a Ticket he might be kicked out*.

Jimmy: WAIT SPIKE! Uh oh… WAIT!!!! *Chased him*.

Toad Train driver: Good evening passengers of the Mushroom Express now leaving for
Rogueport! I repeat now leaving for Rogueport!

*Then they both hopped on in the train but as Jimmy was about to head inside he looks back
the view of Forever Forest with tears in his eyes as he waved it bye as he head inside*.

Spike: Jimmy we made it! *Hugs him* Aren't you so excited!!!



Jimmy: Well actually… ya I am *Hopeful tone* Cmon let's go sit and relax.

Spike: YAY!!! *Cheerfully walking with Jimmy*.

*Then 4 days later of being in train*.

Spike: *Sleeping on top of Jimmy*.

Jimmy: *Snoring holding the blanket to keep us comfortable*.

Toad Train Driver: *In Radio* Good evening passengers of Mushroom Express we have arrived
at our final destination Srabury City! Thank you all for waiting.

Spike: *Wakes up hearing the announcement* Huh? *Gets up to see the window as I gasp* OH
MY GOOOOOOD!!!

Jimmy: *Jumps* Ah! I'm up, I'm up! What's going on!?

Spike: Jimmy *Face Slaps your to get your attention* Look! We're here! We are finally here!

*Then Jimmy looked at the window until they shine reveals a giant city as it looked very beautiful
very far as they couldn't believe they arrived*.

Spike: Wow! *My eyes shining like stars* I can't believe this is actually happening. We are finally
in a city home to where everyone can be themselves.

Jimmy: *Utterly Shocked* How on earth does this exist? That's impossible. I never even heard
of this city in my life.

Spike: Who cares it's Srabury City! This here Jimmy my friend is the starting line of our brand
new HOME!!!
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End of Protologue

Epilogue:

*Then meanwhile in Srabury City's Biggest building*.



Finch Secretary: Master Klaus sir you summoned me?

Klaus: Yes Violet *Blows from my Smoke cigar tapping my ashed cigar stuff on my Coaster* I
like to know the update On our residents in my Lovely City?

Violet: Well the good news its the Toad Express from the Mushroom kingdom will be arriving
soon with new types of Humans, Furries and Unknown Species we had never seen before.

Klaus: Wonderful! Make sure you spread the news to our Resident center to those newcomers
to make sure they get they're ID cards and feel right at home.

Violet: Understood sir is there anything else?

Klaus: No that will be all Violet you can see yourself out *Turns my chair around*

*Violet taking a bow as she walked out all Sassy like where the automatic door shut closed as
Klaus leaned in to the window of his Residence in the city as he hold a Photo of a Blue Yoshi
with Green Hair*.

Klaus: *Chuckles* Don't worry Diana he’s out there somewhere and if he isn't coming then I'll try
to lure him in, Soon this Yoshi Kid will be mine. *Turns my head to the reader* Enjoy your
stay…mwahahahaha…

END!


